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LISBON: Forget swiping through endless profiles. Dating apps are
using artificial intelligence to suggest where to go on a first date,
recommend what to say and even find a partner who looks like your
favorite celebrity. Until recently smartphone dating apps — such as
Tinder which lets you see in real time who is available and “swipe”
if you wish to meet someone — left it up to users to ask someone
out and then make the date go well.

But to fight growing fatigue from searching through profiles in
vain, the online dating sector is turning to artificial intelligence (AI)
to help arrange meetings in real life and act as a dating coach. These
new uses for AI — the science of programming computers to re-
produce human processes like thinking and decision making — by
dating apps were highlighted at the four-day Web Summit which
wraps up Thursday in Lisbon.

Online dating pioneer eHarmony announced it is developing an
AI-enabled feature which nudges users to suggest meeting in per-
son after they have been chatting in the app for a while. “There is a
lot of activity on dating apps but by and large there is not a lot of
dates,” eHarmony CEO Grant Langston told the annual tech gath-
ering. “Guys don’t know how to ask, it’s astounding really how many
people need help and we think we can do that in an automated way.”

‘Takes pressure off’ 
British dating app Loveflutter plans to use AI to analyze chats

between its users to determine their compatibility and suggest when
they should meet. “We will ping a message saying ‘You are getting
along really well, why don’t you go on your first date’,” said Love-
flutter co-founder Daigo Smith. Loveflutter already suggests places
to go on a first date that are equidistant from both people’s homes
using information from Foursquare, an app that helps smartphone
users find nearby restaurants, bars and clubs. “It kind of takes the
pressure off organising that first date,” said Smith. Tinder founder

Sean Rad said AI will “create better user experiences” and predicted
iPhone’s Siri Voice assistant would in the future act as a matchmaker.

Voice activated 
An entirely voice operated dating app called AIMM which uses

AI to mirror a human matchmaking service is already being tested
in Denver where it has about 1,000 users. When you open the app,
a soothing voice asks questions about what you like to do on a date
or where you would like to travel. It then suggests suitable matches
based on your personality. Once you have picked one you would
like to meet, the app tells you about them.

After several days the app will help set up a time for a phone call
between you and your match — and give advice for your first date
based on what it knows about the other person. “It will say things
like ‘based on her personality inclination she is a traditional person,
I would recommend dinner and a walk’,” said Kevin Teman, the app’s
developer. The app also reminds you to ask questions “about the
things that are important to you” during the date, he added. After
the date, the app checks in with both people to see how it went and
recommend whether they should continue to see each other or keep
looking. Teman hopes to make it available across the United States
early next year.

Celebrity lookalikes 
Badoo, a London-based dating app, is now using AI and facial

recognition technology to let users find a match that looks like any-
one at all, including their ex or celebrity crush. Users can upload a
picture of someone and the app will find lookalikes among Badoo’s
more than 400 million users worldwide. Reality TV star Kim Kar-
dashian, Oscar-winning actress Emma Stone and singer Beyonce
are the most searched for celebrities globally since Badoo intro-
duced the feature — dubbed Lookalikes — last year. — AFP 
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NEW YORK:  Popular television drama “Breaking Bad” is
coming back in movie format, the show’s star Bryan Cranston
said Wednesday, but it was not clear if his iconic character
Walter White would return as well. The series, which ran
from 2008 until 2013, told the story of White, a high school
science teacher who responds to a terminal cancer diagnosis
by turning into a powerful drug lord.

It is one of the best-reviewed shows in TV history and
earned a total of 16 Emmys, including four best actor prizes
for Cranston, and two Golden Globes. “There appears to be
a movie version of ‘Breaking Bad’ but I honestly have not
even read the script,” Cranston, 62, said on The Dan Patrick
Show, a national radio program. “So there’s question whether
or not we would even see Walter White in this movie.”

Spoiler alert: White died at the end of the series, which
aired in the United States on cable network AMC. But
Cranston nevertheless said he would “absolutely” be inter-
ested in bringing White back should show creator Vince
Gilligan ask him to do so. “He’s a genius,” Cranston said. “I’m
excited about it because it’s ‘Breaking Bad.’ It was the great-
est professional period of my life. And I can’t wait to see
those people even if I just come by to visit.” —AFP 
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In this file photo taken on August 26, 2014, actors Aaron Paul (L),
Anna Gunn (C) and Bryan Cranston (R) pose in the press after win-
ning the Outstanding Drama Series Award, Outstanding Lead Actor
in a Drama Series Award, Outstanding Supporting Actor in a
Drama Series Award and Outstanding Supporting Actress in a
Drama Series Award for “Breaking Bad” during the 66th Emmy
Awards in Los Angeles. —AFP 

LISBON: Netflix said Wednesday it will pro-
duce more series in Europe in languages other
than English following the global success of
Spanish crime caper “Money Heist” and German
mystery “Dark”. “We have seen that shows we
have done were able to find gigantic global au-
diences, where the vast majority of viewing
comes from outside the country of origin,” Net-
flix chief product officer Greg Peters told AFP.

Ninety percent of viewers of “Dark”, a show
about missing children, live outside of Germany,
Austria and Switzerland, he added in Lisbon at
the Web Summit, Europe’s largest tech gather-
ing. “Can you think of any German show that has

had that much viewing outside” of German-
speaking nations, he asked. Peters announced at
the event that Netflix was producing two new
series in Norway and Spain which will become
available in 2020.

The US streaming giant has recruited Adam
Price, the creator of hit Danish political drama
series “Borgen”, to produce its first ever Nor-
wegian show “Ragnarok”. The series imagines
what would happen if a god of Norse was rein-
carnated as a teenager in today’s world. Netflix’s
new Spanish series, “Alma”, is about a young
woman who loses his memory following an ac-
cident. It will be made by Spanish writer-direc-
tor Sergio Sanchez, who is behind supernatural
thriller “Marrowbone”.

“We really think there’s an opportunity to
find stories that haven’t been told, outside the US
and the UK and we can grow that number by a
huge amount,” said Peters. Netflix’s focus on Eu-
rope is not only a strategic choice but also a
matter of necessity. The European Union has im-
posed a quota requiring streaming services to
ensure at least 30 percent of their content is

local programming. Netflix in January 2016
launched its service globally, simultaneously
bringing its internet streaming TV network to
over 130 new countries around the world. Since
then it boosted investment in shows developed

outside the United States to lure new customers
around the world and managed to turn non-
English language shows into hits. Netflix cur-
rently produces programs in over 20 countries,
including Brazil, India and South Korea. —AFP 

Diego Avalos, Director of original international content for Latin America and Spain of Netflix, gives a
speech at Four Seasons Hotel on November 05, 2018 in Mexico City, Mexico.
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